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500 GOLD LITU COIN ISSUED ON SEPTEMBER 20!

In what has got to be the highest-denomination coin

ever issued in the history of Lithuanian numismatics was
released to the collecting community on Tuesday, September

20, 2005.

The Bank of Lithuania issued a 500 Lltij. .999 gold proof

coin to commemorate the Palace of the Rulers of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania. Minted at the Lithuanian Mint In Vilnius, this

coin has a mintage of only 1,000 pieces. The designer was artist

Giedrius Paulauskis.

It is 12-sided (dodecagon) with a circular diamater of

approximately 32.50 mm. The weight of the coin is 31.10

grams. This piece has a mirror proof surface with a matte relief.

The obverse features an historical-looking Vytis similar to

that which appeared on Lithuania's medieval coinage. The
legend reads "LIETUVA 500 LTIU 2005." The "LMK" mintmark

emblem appears at the 4 o'clock position between the letter "U."

and the numeral "2."

The reverse of the coin depicts the Ensemble of the

Palace of the Rulers of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. This

building complex is shown with its tower in the foreground.

(More information about this structure in the next issue of The

Knight).

The reverse legend reads, "UETUVOS DIDZIOSIOS

KUNIGAIK^TYSTES VALDOVLl RUMAI," meaning "Palace of the

Rulers of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania."

The edge of the coin is plain. The fact that It is 12-sided

may have been a factor in omitting any inscription on the

edge-a familiar feature on Lithuanian commemorative coins.

This coin was issued bearing a hefty price-tag of 2,020

litai (EUR 585.04) from the bank of Lithuania when It was
released. That translates to about $710 in U.S. dollars at a

2.8480 exchange rate (1 litas = about U.S. 35(t). Despite the

expense, this coin was quickly sold out. Recent issues of

Lithuanian commemorative coins have been selling out to

collectors/speculators as Lithuania is expected to switch to the

Euro in 2007. All commemorative coins of 2004 have been sold

out, and only the 50 litu coin honoring Cardinal Sladkevifius

remains available for those issued this year.

For those whose pocketbooks

could not afford such a high price, the

Bank of Lithuania has also issued a 1

litas cupro-nickel circulating

commemorative version of the coin.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 ....
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1 and 5 LITV CUPRO-NICKEL COINS ALSO ISSUED ON SEPTEMBER 20!

The statistics on this coin is 75% copper, 25% nickel. The diameter

is 22.30 mm, with a weight of 6.25 grams. The mintage of this coin is 1

million. The basic designs are identical, with the exception of the

denomination. The LMK mintmark appears at the bottom between the

date numeral ”5" and the large numeral "1." The edge of the coin

contains a pattern of alternating smooth and reeded edge as found on

other circuation 1 litas coins. These may be purchased for face value plus

shipping and handling charges from the Bank of Lithuania. For more

information, visit their website at: ww.lb.lt.

1991 500 and 1,000 LTTUBANKNOTES
TO BE OFFERED AT A LATER DATE

In a reply to an inquiry by this editor of The

Knight, a director of the Bank of Lithuania, Liukas

Jonikas, has clarified the bank position on the release

to collectors of the not-issued 1991 500 and 1,000 litu

banknotes, and the 1994 100 litu banknote.

He states, "Please be advised that the sale

prices for the 500 and 1,000 litas banknotes of 1991

and 100 litas banknotes of 1994 are not set yet.

These banknotes might be available for purchase

after the introduction of the single Euro currency in

Lithuania only."

Based upon that we can conclude that the

Bank will wait until the Euro is issued before selling

these notes in order to avoid any counterfeiting and

monetary problems. Well keep you informed here in

The Knight.

SPOTTED ON E-BAY
This is a proof-like medal

commemorating the upcoming countries

that will be adopting the Euro in 2006.

The obverse features a horse and rider

with the legend "The Upcoming New

Euro Countries." 40 mm. diameter,

copper-nickel, silver/gold plated.

The reverse has a map outline of

Europe, with a Lithuanian 1991 10 centq

coin placed in the upper top.



UNEXPECTED FIND HASTENS REINTRODUCTION OF AN ORDER

According to an April 2, 2005 article

in the daily 'Kauno diena' (p. 4), by

Virginija Sucaite, a bundle of documents

and a few decorations of the 'Knights of

the jotvingian Cross' were found in the

attic of an old house in Zaliakalnis. The

bundle had laid undisturbed for more

than 60 years. The bundle contained

many interesting historical facts about

which even the historians of the Vytautas

the Great War Museum did not know.

The documents bring to light forgotten

facts about the 'Order of the

JotvingianCross', instituted in 1487 when
jotvingian nobles banded themselves

around Lord jurgis Komiatavicius, ruler of

the Medininkai district. This brotherhood

of nobles pleagened allegiance to the

Great Lord (Great King) of Lithuania.

During the Allegiance Ceremony, each

member was bestowed suspended on a

chain a Lithuanian Cross with a Vytis in

the center. The 'Lithuanian Cross' is also

called the 'Cross of Vytis' or the 'Cross of

the jogalian Dynasty' by Lithuanians.

Other cultures call it the 'Apostolic

Cross'. Under no circumstances can it be

called the 'Cross of Lorraine'.

Lithuanian and foreign nobles were

elligible for membership. The governing

body of the order remained in Medininkai

until about 1650, later it was moved to

Raseiniai and later still to Kraziai.

During the second half of the 17th

century, the brotherhood was named
'Order of jotvingian Noble Knights'. Up
until the end of the 19th century, their

commanders were called 'Prepositors'. In

1852, but especially after the 1863 revolt

against the Csarist Russian occupation,

the order was forbidden to function, but

Regalia of the rank and file members of

the 'Knights of the Jotvingian Cross'.

Reverend Antanas Kaributas-Skinderis in

the regalia of the Chancellor of the

'Knights of the jotvingian Cross'.

it still continued to operate in secret. In

1936, its traditions were revived. In

1937, the Pope sent his Apostolic Blessing

to the Grand Master of the Order, jurgis

Continued next page...
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Membership diploma for a Knight of the 'Order of the Jotvingian Cross'

ORDER OF JOTVINGIAN CROSS, Continued from

'#RO^'UGNATO^' OMt'ilUM STtRPUM

MAC'MCfitAG’STER ETC. .

D. G. HAOHHTARi^

ATQUBhjEOKUM Boj

JWNfuJtrtw;

' Trr\i'^C

Komiatavicius. The Chancellor of

theOrder at that time was the famous and
the very talented Reverend Antanas

Kaributas-Skinderis.

The documents found attest that these

family names are jotvingian nobles:

Bilevicius, jermolavicius, Kaributas-

Skinderis, Lukosevicius, Rimgaila,

Zaleskiai, Zdanavicius, Zinkevicius and
others. Members of these families can be
members of the 'Order of the jotvingis

Cross'

The current Grand Master of the

Order, A. Rukas Daujotis, whose
ancestors were jotvingian nobles of the
Zaleskis and Rimgaila families, said that

the current mission of the Order was to

(ontinue the centuries-old traditions of

th<* Order, to foster the [)rinci|)les of

knighthood and those of brotherhood and

fraternity. Current members of the Order

are professor R. Baltrusis, professor P.

Vitkevicius. V. Rimgaila, doctor H.

Matusevicius, and S. jurskyte. The duties

of chancellor have been entrusted to

Reverend Saulius Bytautas.

jotvingians or Sudovians are a nation

of the Baltic peoples who inhabited an

area south and west of the Nemunas

River. Their lands extended south of the

city of Gardinas. To the west their were

neighbors of the Prussians and on the

south they were neighbors with the

Lechian nation of what was later to

become the Polish State. LinguisticK

,

they were closer to the Prussians than to

the Lithuanians or the Samogithians.

Suduva is their name used hy Lithuanian''.
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jotva (zemlia jatveskaia) is used by Slavic

chroniclers. jatvingians/Sudavai, are first

recorded by 2nd century Greek

geographer Ptolemy when he writes that

the Baltic shores are inhabited by

Galindians and Sudavians (Galindai kai

Soudinoi) and whose neighbors are the

Wends (Slavs) and the Goths (Germanic

nation from the southern half of what is

contemporary Sweden). A thousand years

later, the Danish tax book (Liber Census

Daniae) mentions Zudua alongside other

Prussian regions. Even later in the 14th

century, Peter of Dusburg in his

Chronicon terrea Prussia refers to the

region as Sudowia and its inhahitafnts as

Sudowite.

Sudovians/jotvingians suffered from

Knight's uniform for the 'Order of the lotvingian Cross'

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10



COUNTERFEIT EURO NOTES FOUND IN LITHUANIA
6. Tbe following article dated September 12, 2005 comes from the Baltic News Service-

European enforcement officers uniting against euro forgers in Lithuania

VILNIUS, Sep 12, BNS - During the period of euro introduction,
Lithuania's criminal groups that are extremely skilled in forgery of euros
are apt to increase their activity.

Such a possibility was voiced by Lithuanian law enforcement officers
attending the conference underway in Vilnius on Monday titled Euro. Nord -

Ost, which had been arranged by the Police Department in association with
Germany's Criminal Police and the European Anti-fraud Office (OLAF)

.

During the conference, experts from the Baltic rim countries were
filled in to the euro forgeries and the investigation of the related crimes.
The conference was attended by police, customs and prosecutor's offices from
all of the Baltic rim countries as well as people from the Europol, the
Interpol, the OLAF, the Eurojust (European institution for judicial
cooperation) , the German National Bank, ambassadors of the countries
represented at the conference as well as communication officers residing in
Vilnius

.

The bills of the European Union's single currency -- the euro -- are
'

protected against forgery with the latest security implements better than
any national currency in the EU.

However, in the words of Lithuania's Interior Minister Gintaras
Furmanavicius , one has to admit that this does not prevent criminal groups ^
-- the Europol emphasizes in its 2004 report that the quality if forged euro
bills is continuously improving.

Lithuania's criminal groups are also renown for manufacturing
high-quality euro forgeries.

Last November, a printing-house for forged euros was exposed in
Kaunas; during the raid, 90,000 pieces of forged 100-euro bills were seized.
Another printing-house engaged in forging 50-euro bills was exposed in March
this year.

In the words of Furmanavicius, the crimes revealed stand to prove the
high professionalism of Lithuania's criminal groups in the domain of
producing forged euro bills, which is a matter of concern bearing in mind
the fact that Lithuania intends to introduce the euro come 2007.

"There is a strong chance that at that time huge quantities of false
money will be released into our domestic market. Obviously, a situation like
that requires the police and other enforcement agencies to be properly
prepared to repel the potential threats. We must make efficient use of the
international support and cooperation possibilities that are provided by the
European Anti-fraud Office, the Europol and other institutions, " the
minister said.

International criminal groups are distributing forged money in many
countries across the EU and only close international cooperation among
institutions concerned will help preventing such crimes.

The police are forecasting that once the euro is introduced in
Lithuania and the exchange of litas into euros has started, criminals will
attempt to launder pre-made forged euros. Officers are already taking steps
to prepare themselves for such criminal actions.

During the first half of this year, 106 forged euro bills have been
discovered in Lithuania, many of them bearing the denomination of 50 euros.

Comparing these data with the results of the same period of last year,
which saw the seizure of 2,035 forged euro bills, mainly 100 euros in

denomination, one can see a radical decrease in the forged euro turnover.
The value of forged euros seized in two years would stand at 7,420 euros and
203,425 euros, respectively.

The decrease in the number of forged euros being seized was actually
^he result of police operations that disclosed laboratories engaged in
naming illegal euro bills.
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The Europol's Director Maks Peter Ratzel said that the networks of
forged euro manufacturers and distributors were expanding, so it was very
important for foreign countries to cooperate. '*

Law enforcement officers and bankers have recently stated that euro
forgery and distribution has reached a very high level., so the fight on
money forgery and distribution has to be made more intensive to protect the
people of the European Union against tangible losses.

The participants at the conference mentioned that northern and eastern
Europe and the Balkans have become the "hot spots" of forged euro bills
manufacture, Bulgaria, Serbia, Albania and the Baltic states being the most
distinguished in this area. False euros are manufactured in South America as
well

.

No one can tell for sure the number of forged euros in circulation,
however their value is thought to stand at billions of euros.

Vilnius newsroom, +370 5 2681511, politika@bns.lt

CARDINAL SLADKEVICIUS COIN
ISSUED ON JULY 5

On July 5, the Bank of Lithuania issued a 0.925 silver proof coin in

memory of Cardinal Vincentas Sladkevicius (1920-2000). The coin has a

mirror finish with matte relief. It is 38.61 mm in diameter and weighs

28.28 grams. Struck at the Mint of Lithuania with a mintage of 2,000

pieces. The coins were offered for 90 litai with a display box, and 75 litai

without the box. The coin was designed by Giedrius Paulauskas.

The obverse features a stylized cross in the upper right, with the

legend 'LIETUVA 2005 50 LITIJ'. In the lower left is a Vytis emblem. The

'LMK' mintmark appears at center bottom just to the left of the cross.

The reverse bears the portrait of Cardinal

Vincentas Sladkevicius. To the left is his personal
coat-of-arms. Above the portrait appears the legend
'KARDINOLAS VINCENTAS SLADKEVICIUS

, 1 920-
2000 .'

The Bank • of Lithuania

prepared a colorful brochure

describing the coin and the

biography of this spiritual leader

of Lithuania. After editing for

better English, portions are

reproduced on pages 8 & 9.

50 LITAS COIN DEDICATED TO

CARDINAL VINCENTAS SLADKEVICIUS

( 1920-2000 )

Sihcr Aij 92 S

Qitdlitv proof

Diameter 38.61 mm

Weight 28.38 p
WoniK on the eifje oj the earn:

ll.T OUR LIFE RE BUILT O.V GOODRESS AND HOPE

Designed by Gicdnuy Paulau.tkis

Minra^jc 2000 pa

ly.uied 2005



SLADKEViClUS COIN BROCHURE TEXT

Born August 20, 1920, the fifth child to

\t\ kolas and Urkile Sladeviciai in Guronys,

Kaik'doriai District, Vincentas received his first

lessons in faith and love of neighbor at home.

After his father's death, Ursule raised the two

hovs and three girls alone. Due to her deep faith

and self-sacrifice, Ursule infused her children

with Christian values and a love for the Virgin

Mary. Vincentas was especially affected and

chose to devote his life in the service of the

Church. In 1933, Vincentas enrolled in the

Kaunas jesuit High School where he distin-

guished himself with his talents and surprised his

teachers. In 1939 he entered the Kaunas

Seminary where he became noted for his piety

and sincerity.

In 1944 Vincentas Sladkevicius was ordained

a priest. Together with his mother Ursule, he

walked to his first assignment, the Kietaviske

parish. He then served at the Merkine, Auks-

tadvaris, Kaisiadorys, Semeliskes, Ciobiskis,

Sesuoliai and Inturke parishes where he is still

remembered as an ardent preacher, educator of

youth and a diligent servant of God. Although he

often said, "I have always wanted to be only an

ordinary priest and never elbowed my way into

the front rows," he unexpectedly received an

invitation to teach at the Kaunas Interdiocesan

Seminary. He left his beloved Inturke parish only

after profound reflection on the essence of his

mission and after having understood the will of

the Lord and his own responsibilities.

The early 1950's was a very violent period for

the Interdiocesan Seminary. Its rich library was
confiscated and destroyed, numerous arrests

were made and there were persecutions by the

security services. However, the hardest to bear

for the teachers and students was the psycho-
logical tension created by KGB officers. Under
these conditions. Reverend Vincentas Sladkevi-

cius had to perform his duties as spiritual father

of the Seminary, prefect and teacher of Holy
Writ and dogmatic theology.

In 1936, Teofilis Matulionis, Bishop of

KaiCiadorys, appointed Reverend Sladkevicius

Hr)norahle Canon and in a letter to the Vatican

nnmin.ifcd him for elevation to bishop. This was
,1 serious bifiw to the KGB and the communist
( rninr il on Religious Affairs who were consideing

w hat they ( ould do with Lithuanian bishops they

could not manipulate.

The KGB had Bishop Vincentas Sladkevicius

exiled to Nemunelio Radviliskis, Birzai District,

where he spent almost 23 years. Metropolitan

Sigitas Tamkevicius, a former student of

Vincentas Sladkevicius recalled, "God's provi-

dence predestined the Bishop a fate of silence

and generally unnoticed martyrdom. He spent

his most fruitful years in exile, in a remote village

constantly watched by KGB agents. He secretly

consecrated a few priests and counseled some
priests and nuns. However, this influence is

insignificant compared to tbe example his life set

for his homeland and the church in resisting,

though persecuted, the evil intentions of the

invaders.

In 1972 Bishop Sladkevicius blessed the work

associated with the issuance of the periodical

'Chronicles of the Catholic Church in Lithuania'.

Together with Bishop Julijonas Steponavicius,

who was also in exile, he blessed the under-

ground activities of the Seminary, he reestab-

lished abbeys and convents and conducted

recollections. He perfected his Latin, Italian,

German and French. He took high school

cources in psychology and history and Seminary

courses in theology, church law and asceticism.

In 1982 the Bishop "legally" returned to the

Kaisiadorys diocese. On the occasion. Pope john

Paul II wrote him, "We also share the joy of the

Catholic community, and more so that the

honorable pastor of souls Vincentas Sladkevicius

is again Bishop of Kaisiadorys as an apostolic

administrator." In the spring of 1988 he was

elected Chairman of the Lithuanian Bishops'

Conference. Later, Pope )ohn Paul II announced

that his name was included in the list of bishops

nominated to be cardinals. Lithuanian Catholics

send a telegram to the Pope expressing their



great gratitude. The last time such a high church

rank was conferred on a Lithuanian cleric was
back in the 16th century when the Lord of

Vilnius, Bishop jurgis Radvila was elected

cardinal. In recounting his visit to Rome, his

Eminence said, "When the Holy Father

congratulated me in the Vatican, I said obedienly

to him, "Non sum dignus" (I am not worthy).

And he replied, "It is good you do not feel

worthy. It would be bad you felt worthy." My
only desire was to justify the expectations

entrusted to me by the Holy Father and my
nation. By tradition, each bishop has a coat-of-

arms. For the motto of my arms, I chose 'Fac

mecum signum in bonum' (Give me a sign of

your goodness)."

Cardinal Vincentas Sladkevicius was among
other distinguished theologians such as cardinals

joseph Ratzinger, Gino Bernardini, Franciszek

Macharski, Pio Laghi who represented the

Congregation for Catholic Education and were

members of 'lustia et Pax' as well as the

Secretariat for Non-Believers. Cardinal Vincen-

tas Sladkevicius was also entrusted with the care

of a church in Rome, the Church of the Holy

Spirit.

In the summer of 1988, Cardinal Vincentas

Sladkevicius returned to Lithuania and was met

with great ceremony. As he traveled from place

to place and preached, saying to each congrega-

tion, "You are the cardinal's Lithuania." An
important event of the time was a general

symposium of priests convened for the first time

under the Soviet regime. Cardinal Sladkevicius

delivered his paper 'The Status of the Church
and Challenges in Light of Current Changes'. The

paper made a great impression on those present.

His paper 'Freedom is Not Given as a Present'

delivered at the Kaunas Interdiocesan Seminary

became a guide for Lithuania. During the

Summer of Rebirth, the Cardinal was in the

limelight not only for the clergy, but also for the

entire population of Lithuania. His words

preached on October 23, 1988 in the courtyard

of the Vilnius Cathedral, "Dear people, let us

know how to grow, how to wait and how to be

patient" became a classic of the spiritual world.

In 1989 Vincentas Sladkevicius was

appointed Archbishop Metropolitan of Kaunas.

As Chair of the Lithuania Bishops' Conference he

fostered spiritual values in the country and

religious education of the young. He founded

the Catechetical School, became the Grand
Chancellor of the Vytautas Magnus University

where he was involved in reorganising the

Faculty of Catholic Theology to Vatican

standards. He blessed the Catholic press, the

journals 'Katalik^ pasaulis' (The Catholic World),

the newspaper 'XXI amzius' (The Twenty First

Century) as well as Catholic television and radio

programs. By his initiative and guidance Catholic

organisations such as 'Caritas' and 'Ateitininkija'

were reestablished as were abbeys and convents.

The year 1993 was very important for

Lithuania. On from September 4th to the 8th,

Pope John Paul II paid an apostolic visit to

Lithuania. According to Cardinal Vincentas

Sladkevicius the event was the most significant

sign of freedom and independence.

In 1995, aged 75 years and suffering from a

severe illness, the Cardinal handed in his letter of

resignation to the Nuncio Archbishop j.M.

Garcia in spite of the Popes request that he not

be so hasty. In 1998, the President of the

Republic of Lithuania Valdas Adamkus awarded

Vincentas Sladkevicius the Order of Vytautas the

Great (First Class) for his work in nurturing the

spirit of honesty and freedom in Lithuania. The

same year he was awarded the Concord Prize. In

his apostolic blessing to Vincentas Sladkevicius,

Pope John Paul II wrote, "Honorable Brother, I

congratulate you with all my heart on the

occasion of your 40th anniversary in the service

as Bishop and remember you with gratitude in

my prayers as an outstanding personality, and

your long and truthful path of a pastor. I thank

the Good Lord for giving the Catholic Church in

Lithuania an example of so noble a Priest and

Bishop who refused to obey the dark forces of

violence which did not know God and mistreated

personal dignity . . . With a prospect of freedom

that opened up at last, your wise conduct, full of

respect for everyone, supported many people in

their search for ways of building a new society

based on solidarity and justice."

Cardinal Vincentas Sladkevicius died on Ma\

28, 2000 in Kaunas and is buried in the Chapel of

the Holy Sacrament of the Kaunas Metropolitan

Cathedral Basilica.
. ...

Irena Petraitiene

Edited by Aleksandras Radzius
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ORDER OF JOTVINGIAN
(Continued from page 5...)

Teutonic Order and Lachian raids. Some
of them moved into Lithuania. Currently

about 2/5 the of the lands formerly

occupied by the Sudovians/jotvingians

are under Polish or Bylorussian

administration.

VIDURIO LIETUVA

WANT/FOR SALE AD
FOR SALE: 2004 Vilnius

University 1 litas commemorative coin.

Uncirculated. $3.00 plus $1.00 p & h.

Frank Passic, 900 S. Eaton St., Albion,

MI 49224. Albionfp(g)hotmail.com.

LETTERS
I wonder if anyone else out there has been

thinking about the issues of Lithuanian silver and gold

coins for the past several years. I am sure I am not

the only one to notice that most of the coins are sold

out within a day or two, including the most recent

very expensive one ounce gold coin of the Palace of

the Rulers. This one cost 2,020 Litai and is sold out,

while the King Mindaugas 2003 bi-metallic is still

available at 600 litai. Why is this? Recent issues have

mintages ranging from 1,000 to 2,000 pieces, ver/

exclusive, limiting the worldwide possibility of a

comlete collection drastically. This is one of the

attractions of collecting the series as contrasted with

U.S. coins produced by the tens and hundreds of

thousands, only to lose their value within a few years.

Especially concerning thelarge gold 12-sided piece,

but also concerning all the others in the past few

years (except Cardinal Sladkevicius, Mindaugas, M.

Valancius and Millennium), who is buying all these

coins up so fast and what is becoming of them? Are

they being distributed to individual collectors or are

they being hoarded by fantastically wealthy

speculators? This appears to me to be a valid area of

inquiry. -Harvey W. Oshrin.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: We've wondered some of

those questions, too. Speculators put these coins on

eTbay. Also since Lithuania will be going to the Euro,

it is a very popular collecting country that still has its

own currency for not too long. We all can agree that

if you send an order in by mail (it takes about 10

days), the coin will be sold out by time your order

reaches the Bank.]
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